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Core Technologies
ConnectCore Plus
ELITE

Our next-generation, low-stretch core provides a radical increase in
line durability, smoothness and performance.
Building a better fly line starts at the core, and our low-stretch ConnectCore
Plus provides a radical increase in line durability, coating smoothness and
overall performance. ConnectCore Plus stretches 30% less than standard cores,
and gives anglers all the benefits of a low-stretch core - enhanced sensitivity,
less wasted energy and faster hook sets - with a significantly longer lifespan.
It also allows hand stretching to easily remove memory coils for a more direct
connection to fish and fly.
The highest-performing, longest-lasting freshwater lines in the world are built
around ConnectCore Plus.

ConnectCore Plus can be found in all Elite Freshwater,
and select Elite Spey fly lines and heads

Coating Technologies
Multi Density Control

SlickCast
SlickCast creates the slickest, most durable coating on the market
— producing the least amount of friction ever measured on a fly line.
What does slick get you? For starters, line flies through the guides
with higher line speeds for unprecedented and easy distance. The
slick coating also allows anglers to fish more effectively as line slides
out of the guides with less friction for extended drag-free drifts.

Multi Density Control is a combination of different density coatings
along the length of a fly line. These different density coatings give
anglers complete depth control when swinging a fly on a river,
and perfect contact right to the fly. The exceptionally smooth,
continuous blend in density changes results in extremely smooth
loops while casting.

MaxFloat Tip
Tired of floating lines that sink? Fact is, the reduced coating at the
narrow, tapered end of most floating lines doesn’t have enough
buoyancy to stay above water. MaxFloat Tip Technology floats
more than twice as high as regular line tips, without any increase in
diameter. That puts maximum floatation right where you need it for
reduced drag, longer presentations and quieter pickups.

Line Features
Density Compensation adds a denser material to the thin tip

SureFire is our exclusive, triple color marking system that improves

of a sinking line (or sink tip), which ensures the line sinks straight better for knowing when a fish takes the fly and for setting the hook.

casting accuracy by making it easy to gauge exact distances with a
quick glance.

Front & Back Welded Loops are neat, bulletproof loops

DualTone is a system perfected by RIO that marks the sweet spot of a

welded on the end for fast rigging.

fly line by providing an obvious color change in the line at the sweet spot.

Easy ID is RIO’s printed line marking system that allows anglers to

Loading Point makes it easy to see the most efficient loading

quickly and easily identify each line.

area of a Spey fly line.

RIOPRODUCTS.COM

1 (800) 553 0838
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SPECIALTY SERIES

Elite
Indicator

Elite Indicator

Perfect for w
 ade fishing or anchored boat
Turns over big indicators and heavy flies
Low-stretch ConnectCore Plus for the best in
casting control, performance and smoothness
Built with RIO's exceptionally slick, durable
SlickCast technology
EasyID on front taper for fast line recognition

ConnectCore Plus
SlickCast
MaxFloat Tip
FEATURES:
SureFire
EasyID
Front & Back Welded Loop

SPECIALTY SERIES

Elite
Switch Indicator

Elite Switch Indicator
Example: #6
Overall Length: 100'

Perfect for w
 ade fishing or anchored boat
Turns over big indicators and heavy flies
Low-stretch ConnectCore Plus for the best in
casting control, performance and smoothness
Built with RIO's exceptionally slick, durable
SlickCast technology
EasyID on front taper for fast line recognition

ConnectCore Plus
SlickCast
MaxFloat Tip
FEATURES:
SureFire
EasyID
Front & Back Welded Loop

RIOPRODUCTS.COM

38'

16'

SKU
Size
Elite Indicator
6-19560
6-19561
6-19562
6-19563

WF5F
WF6F
WF7F
WF8F

BODY 2

13'
HEAD LENGTH 52'

BODY

FRONT
TAPER

17'

6'

Head Length Overall Length Sink Rate
50ft / 15.2m
52ft / 15.9m
54ft / 16.5m
56ft / 17.1m

90ft / 27.4m
90ft / 27.4m
100ft / 30.5m
100ft / 30.5m

Float

Color

Price

White / Red /
Grey

MSRP: $119.99

The Indicator line is designed for long casts and
big dead drifts with indicator nymph rigs. Wading
anglers and anglers fishing from an anchored boat
can maximize their drift with this line by casting
far upstream, mending as their rig drifts even with
their position, then stack mending with ease as
it travels far downstream. The long head allows
for more efficient mending at distance while also
helping stack mending techniques downstream,
creating a seamless and longer natural drift. 30ft
weights are roughly two AFFTA sizes heavy to
make carrying and turnover of big indicators and
heavy
nymph rigs a breeze. Strike, Set, Game On.
Specialty Series / Elite Switch Indicator

DESIGNED TO TURNOVER a wide range
of indicators and fly sizes f or long casts, efficient
mends, and big dead drifts

TECHNOLOGY:

BACK
TAPER

Example: WF6F
Overall Length: 90'

DESIGNED TO TURNOVER a wide range
of indicators and fly sizes f or long casts, efficient
mends, and big dead drifts

TECHNOLOGY:

RUNNING
LINE

F R E S H WA T E R F LY L I N E S

Specialty Series / Elite Indicator

RUNNING
LINE

BACK
TAPER

40'

18'

BODY 2

16'
HEAD LENGTH 60'

SKU
Size
Head Length Overall Length Sink Rate
Elite Switch Indicator
6-19564
6-19565
6-19566
6-19567

#5 270gr
#6 315gr
#7 360gr
#8 410gr

58ft / 17.7m
60ft / 18.3m
62ft / 18.9m
64ft / 19.5m

100ft / 30.5m
100ft / 30.5m
100ft / 30.5m
100ft / 30.5m

Float

BODY

FRONT
TAPER

20'

6'

Color

Price

White / Red /
Grey

MSRP: $119.99

The Indicator line is designed for long casts and
big dead drifts with indicator nymph rigs. Wading
anglers and anglers fishing from an anchored boat
can maximize their drift with this line by casting far
upstream, mending as their rig drifts even with their
position, then mending with ease as it travels far
downstream. The long head allows for more efficient
mending at distance, especially when combined
with the extra length of a switch rod, creating a
seamless and longer natural drift. 30ft weights are
selected to easily load switch rods when overhead
casting and have enough mass to carry and turn
over big indicator rigs. Strike, Set, Game On.

1 (800) 553 0838
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Specialty Series / Elite Xtreme Indicator

Elite
Xtreme Indicator

Example: WF6F
Overall Length: 100'

EASY CASTING INDICATOR LINE,
with low-stretch,ultra-slick performance.
Perfect for fishing out of a boat
Short, easy loading head to throw all manner of
indicator rigs
Low-stretch ConnectCore Plus for the best in
casting control, performance and smoothness
Built with RIO's exceptionally slick, durable
SlickCast technology
EasyID on front taper for fast line recognition
TECHNOLOGY:
ConnectCore Plus
SlickCast
MaxFloat Tip
FEATURES:
DualTone
EasyID
Front & Back Welded Loop

RUNNING
LINE

Elite Xtreme Indicator

BACK
TAPER

51'

1'

SKU
Size
Head Length
Elite Xtreme Indicator
6-19555
6-19556
6-19557
6-19558
6-19559

WF5F
WF6F
WF7F
WF8F
WF9F

33ft / 10m
33ft / 10m
33ft / 10m
33ft / 10m
33ft / 10m

FRONT
TAPER

BODY

15'

24'
HEAD LENGTH 49'

4' 2' 3'

Overall Length Sink Rate

Color

Price

90ft / 27.4m
90ft / 27.4m
100ft / 30.5m
100ft / 30.5m
100ft / 30.5m

Orange /
Moss /
Yellow

MSRP: $119.99

Float

F R E S H WA T E R F LY L I N E S

SPECIALTY SERIES

The Xtreme Indicator line has been designed to be
a very effective tool for anglers that fish nymphs
and indicators out of a boat. The short head has
a powerful front taper that casts indicator rigs
with ease, and loads up with a single cast. Built
with RIO’s low-stretch ConnectCore Plus, the line
allows for intuitively better cast timing, easier line
lifts and sharp, precise mends. Lack of stretch also
means faster reaction time when setting the hook.

Sink Tip Series / 24ft Sink Tip

SINK TIP SERIES

24ft Sink Tip

24ft Sink Tip
Example: 150gr
Overall Length: 100'

RUNNING
LINE

BACK
TAPER

BODY

SINKING TIP

66'

4'

6'

24'
HEAD LENGTH 34'

THE BEST SINKING TIP fly line series,
with ultra-slick performance
Easy casting body section eliminates the
characteristic “kick”
Density Compensated tip for fly control
Smooth casting tapers, that are easy to cast
Built with RIO's exceptionally slick, durable
SlickCast coating

TECHNOLOGY:
SlickCast
FEATURES:
Density Compensation
EasyID
Front & Back
Welded Loop

RIOPRODUCTS.COM

A series of sinking tip lines specifically built for
anglers that like a balanced casting rig. A unique,
fatter body section eliminates the “kick” usually
associated with casting sink tip lines; while the
longer front tapers ensure the line does not dump
on the forward cast. The supple floating body
section allows anglers to easily mend and control
the way the fly fishes, making it ideal for river
anglers. Each line has a welded loop on the front
end for easy rigging.

1 (800) 553 0838

SKU

Size

Head Length Overall
Length

Sink Rate

Color

Price

4ips
5ips
6ips
7ips
8ips
8ips

Black / Blue
Black / Yellow
Black / Orange
Black / White
Black / Green
Black / Teal

MSRP: $89.99

24ft Sink Tip
6-19549
6-19550
6-19551
6-19552
6-19553
6-19554

5/6wt 150gr
6/7wt 200gr
7/8wt 250gr
8/9wt 300gr
9/10wt 350gr
10/11wt 400gr

24ft / 7.3m
24ft / 7.3m
24ft / 7.3m
24ft / 7.3m
24ft / 7.3m
24ft / 7.3m

100ft / 30m
100ft / 30m
100ft / 30m
100ft / 30m
100ft / 30m
100ft / 30m
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Switch Series / Elite Switch Chucker

Elite
Switch Chucker

Elite Switch Chucker

Short, powerful front taper easily casts
indicator rigs
Variety of line options to cover all situations
Low-stretch ConnectCore Plus for the best in
performance and smoothness
Built with RIO's exceptionally slick, durable
SlickCast

ConnectCore Plus
SlickCast
FEATURES:
Loading Point
EasyID
Front & Back Welded Loop

HANDLING
SECTION

61'

14'

BACK
TAPER

BODY

FRONT
TAPER

Example: #7
Overall Length: 100'

DESIGNED FOR SWITCH RODS,
whether for overhead or spey casting, with lowstretch, ultra-slick performance.

TECHNOLOGY:

RUNNING
LINE

SKU

Size

1' 6'

14'
HEAD LENGTH 25'

4'

Head Length

Overall Length

Sink
Rate

Color

Price

25ft / 8.2m
25ft / 8.2m
25ft / 8.2m
25ft / 8.2m
25ft / 8.2m
25ft / 8.2m

100ft / 30.5m
100ft / 30.5m
100ft / 30.5m
100ft / 30.5m
100ft / 30.5m
100ft / 30.5m

Float

Gray /
Orange /
Green

MSRP: $119.99

S P E Y F LY L I N E S

SWITCH SERIES

Elite Switch Chucker
6-19568
6-19569
6-19570
6-19571
6-19572
6-19573

#4 - 325gr
#5 - 370gr
#6 - 420gr
#7 - 465gr
#8 - 520gr
#9 - 570gr

RIO offers two types of Switch lines; a long head
Switch Line, and the short, easy-loading Switch
Chucker. Each line has the head and running line
seamlessly integrated into each other, which
avoids any loop to loop connection running
through the guides. The Switch Line is the best
choice for anglers that want control of the line and
fly at long distance, while the Chucker is best for
fishing tight in and for easy casting of big flies,
sinking tips and indicator rigs. Built with RIO’s
ultra-low stretch ConnectCore Technology.
Shooting Line Series / Powerflex Ultra Shooting Line

SHOOTING LINE SERIES

Powerflex Ultra
Shooting Line

Powerflex Ultra Shooting Line

A HARD, TOUGH COATED
SHOOTING LINE which excels on the shoot
Hard, tough coated shooting line for durability
and long casts
Powerflex Core that does not wilt and tangle
Large Welded loop for fast, easy rigging

FEATURES:
Front & Back Welded Loop

RIOPRODUCTS.COM

SHOOTING LINE

Example: .024"
Overall Length: 100'

RIO's Powerflex Ultra Shooting Line is an excellent
shooting line for anglers using Skagit or Scandi
style shooting heads. It features an extremely
tough outer coating, over a medium stiff Powerflex
core that shoots with unbelievable ease for
ultra-long casts, has greatly increased durability
and ensures tangle-free performance, cast after
cast. The line's ultra-slick coating floats high on
the surface, allowing for reduced drag and making
it easy to shoot. Bullet proof welded loops on each
end make it fast and easy to rig, while the front
loop is large enough to pass an entire shooting
head coil through, for maximum speed and
efficiency when rigging.

1 (800) 553 0838

100'

SKU
Size
Strength Total Length
Powerflex Ultra Shooting Line
6-19613
6-19614
6-19615
6-19616
6-19617

.025"
.030"
.035"
.040"
.045"

25lb
25lb
30lb
35lb
50lb

100ft / 30m
100ft / 30m
100ft / 30m
100ft / 30m
100ft / 30m

Sink Rate

Color

Price

Float

Orange
Green
Blue
Yellow
Aqua

MSRP: $59.99
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TAPERED LEADER

SKU
Size
Skagit Leader

Length

Test

Diameter

Price

6-24645 12lb
6-24646 16lb
6-24647 20lb

4.5ft / 1.4m
4.5ft / 1.4m
4.5ft / 1.4m

12lb / 5.4kg
16lb / 7.3kg
20lb / 9kg

0.012in / 0.305mm
0.014in / 0.356mm
0.016in / 0.406mm

MSRP: $5.99

S P E Y F LY L I N E S

Skagit Leader

The Skagit Leader is the ultimate tapered leader
for delivering big, heavy flies typically used with
skagit shooting head systems. Its short overall
length and abrupt taper give this leader the most
powerful turnover possible so none of the energy
generated during the cast is sacrificed in the
final few feet. While leaders of level tippet are
commonly used with skagit heads, the hinging
effect they generate hampers tuornover of bulky
patterns. The Skagit Leader eliminates this
effect for the smoothest delivery of the heaviest
flies out there.			
IDEAL FOR:
Skagit Heads
Heavy Flies

Skagit Series / InTouch MOW Tips
0'

2.5'

5'

7.5'

10'

12.5'

Skagit
MOW Tips
POWERFUL LEVEL TIPS designed to
cast the biggest flies with ease.

SKU
Size
Extra Heavy Skagit MOW Tips

These tips allow anglers using Skagit lines to
cover every likely fishing situation and conditions
encountered, and are the absolute ultimate in
sinking tip versatility.

6-19574
6-19575
6-19576
6-19577
6-19578
6-19579

The Extra Heavy MOW Tips are the heaviest of the
MOW series; built with T-17 for the sinking section
and with a sink rate of nearly 10" per second, it
really gets down when depth is needed. Each of
the tips either have a gray floating section, or a
gray loop for easy identification. These tips are
ideal on the heavier Skagit lines of 675 grains
and more.
TECHNOLOGY:
SlickCast
FEATURES:
Front & Back
Welded Loop

The Heavy MOW Tips feature T-14, with a sink
rate of 9" per second, for the sinking material.
Each of these tips has either a light blue floating
section or a blue sleeve on one end for easy
identification. The Heavy MOW Tips are designed
for the heaviest of flies and are ideal for Skagit
lines of 575 grains and more. There are six unique
tips that make up the series.
The Medium MOW Tips feature T-11, with a sink
rate of 8" per second, for the sinking material.
Each of these tips has either a light green
floating section or a green sleeve on one end for
easy identification. The Medium MOW Tips are
designed for heavily weighted flies and are ideal
for Skagit lines between 475 and 575 grains.
There are six unique tips that make up the series.
The Light MOW Tips feature T-8, with a sink rate
of 7" per second, for the sinking material. Each of
these tips has either a white floating section
or a white sleeve on one end for easy
identification. The Light MOW Tips are designed
for lightly weighted flies and are ideal for Skagit
lines of 475 grains and less. There are six unique
tips that make up the series.

RIOPRODUCTS.COM

1 (800) 553 0838

10ft Float
7.5ft Float / 2.5ft T-17
5ft Float / 5ft T-17
2.5ft Float / 7.5ft T-17
10ft T-17
12.5ft T-17

Overall Length Sink Rate
10ft / 3m
10ft / 3m
10ft / 3m
10ft / 3m
10ft / 3m
12.5ft / 3.8m

Color

Float

Gray

Float /
9ips

Black / Gray

9-10ips

Black /Gray

Float

Blue

Float /
8ips

Black / Blue

8-9ips

Blue

Float

Green

Float /
7ips

Black /Green

7-8ips

Green

Float

White

Float /
6ips

Black /White

6-7ips

Red

Price

MSRP: $29.99

Heavy Skagit MOW Tips
6-19581
6-19582
6-19583
6-19584
6-19585
6-19586

10ft Float
7.5ft Float / 2.5ft T-14
5ft Float / 5ft. T-14
2.5ft Float / 7.5ft T-14
10ft T-14
12.5ft T-14

10ft / 3m
10ft / 3m
10ft / 3m
10ft / 3m
10ft / 3m
12.5ft / 3.8m

MSRP: $29.99

Medium Skagit MOW Tips
6-19588
6-19589
6-19590
6-19591
6-19592
6-19593

10ft Float
7.5ft Float / 2.5ft T-11
5ft Float / 5ft T-11
2.5ft Float / 7.5ft T-11
10ft T-11
12.5ft T-11

10ft / 3m
10ft / 3m
10ft / 3m
10ft / 3m
10ft / 3m
12.5ft / 3.8m

MSRP: $29.99

Light Skagit MOW Tips
6-19595
6-19596
6-19597
6-19598
6-19599
6-19600

10ft Float
7.5ft Float / 2.5ft T-8
5ft Float / 5ft T-8
2.5ft Float / 7.5ft T-8
10ft T-8
12.5ft T-8

10ft / 3m
10ft / 3m
10ft / 3m
10ft / 3m
10ft / 3m
12.5ft / 3.8m

MSRP: $29.99
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Skagit Series / InTouch iMOW Tips

0'

RIO’s iMOW tips have an intermediate section,
instead of a floating, which creates a smooth
depth transition between a floating body and
fast sinking tip, and perfect contact between
the angler and the fly, they are also the ideal tip
for intermediate based Skagit heads, like RIO’s
iFlight. There are three weight series (Light,
Medium and Heavy) and four tips within each
series, as well as a complete kit with all 4 tips of a
series packaged in a RIO leader wallet.
Light iMOW tips feature T-8 for a sinking section
(with a sink rate of about 7” per second) and
are most suitable for Skagit lines of 475 grains
and less.

TECHNOLOGY:
SlickCast
FEATURES:
Front & Back
Welded Loop

2.5'

5'

7.5'

10'

SKU
Size
Heavy Skagit iMOW Tips

Overall Length Sink Rate

6-19601 10ft Intermediate
6-19602 7.5ft Int / 2.5ft T-14

10ft / 3m
10ft / 3m

6-19603 5ft Int / 5ft. T-14

10ft / 3m

6-19604 2.5ft Int / 7.5ft T-14

10ft / 3m

Color

1.5ips

Trans Blue

1.5ips 8-9ips

Black / Trans Blue

1.5ips

Trans Green

1.5ips /
7-8ips

Black / Trans Green

1.5ips

Trans White

Float /
6-7ips

Black / Trans White

S P E Y F LY L I N E S

Skagit
iMOW Tips

Price

MSRP: $29.99

Medium Skagit iMOW Tips
6-19605 10ft Intermediate

10ft / 3m

6-19606 7.5ft Int / 2.5ft T-11

10ft / 3m

6-19607 5ft Int / 5ft T-11

10ft / 3m

6-19608 2.5ft Int / 7.5ft T-11

10ft / 3m

Medium iMOW tips feature T-11 for a sinking
section (with a sink rate of about 8” per second)
and are most suitable for Skagit lines between
475 and 575 grains.

Light Skagit iMOW Tips

Heavy iMOW tips feature T-14 for a sinking
section (with a sink rate of about 9” per second)
and are most suitable for Skagit heads of 575
grains and heavier.

6-19609 10ft Intermediate

10ft / 3m

6-19610 7.5ft Int / 2.5ft T-8

10ft / 3m

6-19611 5ft Int / 5ft T-8

10ft / 3m

6-19612 2.5ft Int / 7.5ft T-8

10ft / 3m

MSRP: $29.99

MSRP: $29.99

With floating
based MOW tip

With intermediate
based iMOW tip

RIOPRODUCTS.COM

1 (800) 553 0838
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Flies
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RIO's Signature Tyer
Continuing to expand our commitment to
innovative and effective fly design, RIO Products
is introducing RIO Signature Tyer. Innovative,
expert tyers that continually set the bar for new
patterns that can only be found at RIO products.
Our initial offering sets the stage for the quality
and expertise you can expect from RIO Signature
Tyers in the future.

RIOPRODUCTS.COM

1 (800) 553 0838
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Hogan

Brown
I grew up on the Lower Yuba River in Northern California, as an only
child living on 20 acres. Recreational activities were not a plenty and
“friends” were a ride from mom or dad away. I developed a penchant
for solitary activities pretty early on: fly fishing and playing guitar. As a
teen, I worked at the local fly shop in Nevada City, CA, and figured my
chances of earning a living in fly fishing were better then in a obscure
indie rock band. I have been a part of the fly fishing industry ever
since, but still waiting for a call from Jason Isbell to open for him or if
Pavement gets back together and needs a guitarist.
I have devoted my life to the sport, guiding for trout, steelhead, bass,
carp and anything that swims in a river, lake, pond, ditch or body of
water I could access within the gray area of California's trespass law.
I have worked in all aspects of the industry—behind fly shop counters
and in lodges, ran an outfitting business and a non-profit, worked in
marketing, and even a brief stint as a corporate rep. Through it all,
I have remained in the trenches as a guide because in the end I like
being on the water.

RIOPRODUCTS.COM

1 (800) 553 0838

Hometown: Penn Valley, CA
Fly Style: : I tie nymphs cause they catch trout and small
fish for bigger fish to eat— cause bass eat other fish.
RIO X Hogan Brown Signature Flies: RIO'S Hogan Clinger,
RIO's Hogan Drifter, RIO's Hogan Golden Child, RIO's Hogan
Hot Nest, RIO's Hogan Lil Amigo, RIO's Hogan RH Step
Child, RIO's Hogan Short Shank Caddis, RIO's Hogan S&M
Nymph TB, RIO's Hogan S&M Nymph

12

RIO's Hogan Clinger

Beadhead Nymph

FEATURES:
Slightly wider body than most nymphs
Bead head
Wire rib for realism and durability
Dark over light coloration

See EOS for pricing

Quantity per box: 12

In Northern California, the saying goes, "nymphing for trout is king." It's not
often that Hogan Brown gets to guide his clients for dry fly eats until spring
appears with March Browns. Hogan tells us he spends his entire year looking
forward to this hatch, but it wasn't until an extra wet winter that Hogan needed
to rely on that old saying. The river was blown and off-color, the hatch went off,
but the trout weren't willing to eat on top. So he relentlessly studied natural
march brown nymphs and developed the perfect antidote—RIO Hogan's
Clinger.
Fish it as a March Brown, Spring Drakes, or size down for the perfect PMD
imitation.

AMBER
12, 14, 16

RIO's Hogan Drifter

Beadhead Nymph

FEATURES:
Brass bead
Marabou tail
Straight eye hook

See EOS for pricing

Quantity per box: 12

Fish it on a double nymph rig? Check. Fish it as a dropper? Check. Fish it slow
and deep? Check. RIO's Hogan Drifter checks all the boxes for any fishing
situation you find yourself in.

NATURAL
16, 18

RIO's Hogan Golden Child

Beadhead Nymph

FEATURES:
Glass bead otherwise weighted
Ideal small to midsize Mayfly nymph silhouette
Improved alternative to the Gold Bead Flash Back
Pheasant Tail

See EOS for pricing

Quantity per box: 12

Step aside, there's a new kid in your fly box—RIO's Hogan Golden Child. A
more realistic version of its sibling, the Red Headed Step Child. Fly Designer
Hogan Brown trimmed down the silhouette to match that of small mayflies and
added a flashy gold bead to sustain the positive elements of the Red Headed
Step Child fly. Fish it down deep, or as a dropper, the Golden child lives up to
its name.

GOLD
14, 16

RIO's Hogan Hot Nest

Beadhead Nymph

FEATURES:
Heavy wire nymph hook
Brass bead
Egg Yarn Hot Spot

See EOS for pricing

Quantity per box: 12

Any NorCal local will appreciate how "hella" effective RIO's Hogan Hot Nest is.
A classic with an added pop of color, this thing seriously crushes fish.

OLIVE
12, 14, 16

NATURAL
12, 14, 16

RIOPRODUCTS.COM

1 (800) 553 0838
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RIO's Hogan Lil Amigo

Beadhead Nymph

FEATURES:
Heavy wire nymph hook
Brass bead
Black wire rib

See EOS for pricing

Quantity per box: 12

Part of being an exceptional fly creator means designing flies that are meant
for you and your fly box only. That's precisely how RIO's signature tyer, Hogan
Brown, dreamt up the S&M Nymph—possibly the best baetis and PMD patterns
around. Its popularity got Hogan dreaming again. He wanted to give trout
something new to consider, so a handful of tweaks later, Hogan turned to his
little friend, RIO's Hogan Li'l Amigo, to get the job done when nothing else
seems to be working.

OLIVE
14, 16, 18

BROWN
14, 16, 18

RIO's Hogan RH Step Child

Beadhead Nymph

FEATURES:
Glass bead otherwise weighted
Ideal small to midsize Mayfly nymph silhouette
Great attractor elements, red legs, peacock, wire rib

See EOS for pricing

Quantity per box: 12

RIO's Hogan RH Step Child comes with the silhouette of a petite mayfly nymph
with one extra detail, attention-grabbing attractor elements that are proven,
fish catchers.
"When I was a young guide on the Lower Trinity River, I worked for a legendary
guide that I would never dare fish in front of. While I learned a ton watching
him and guiding behind him, the downside was fish would not eat a red copper
john during the mayfly hatches for me as they would him. So, I had to innovate
and take elements of an attractor like the copper john that I knew the fish
wanted or liked with a more accurate silhouette of the bugs they were eating
– small baetis and early PMD, or small green drake nymphs. In the end, my
pattern proved to be more effective, and I am forever grateful for that learning
experience as it made me into a better fly designer." Hogan Brown

RED
14, 16, 18

RIO's Hogan Short Shank Caddis

Beadhead Nymph

FEATURES:
Bead head
Short shank hook
Translucent body
Long antennae

See EOS for pricing

Quantity per box: 12

Hogan Brown is a busy guy, a professional fly-fishing guide and fly tier; he
doesn't have time for one-trick-pony flies, which is why he designed the Short
Shank Caddis. "The bead, diamond braid, and long, multi-colored, sparse
dubbing are designed to create a very translucent pupa style pattern that looks
great in the drift, in the film, or on the swing." By experimenting at the vise,
Hogan designed one seriously dynamic caddis fly. " I just start messing around
with ideas and see if they work. 95% of the time, this results in flies that look
REALLY cool and make great Instagram photos but don't fish. The other 5%
of the time, I find the flies come out looking like alien barf and fish like trout
candy. The problem is no one looks at alien barf and thinks it will fish. This one
falls in the 5% category.

OLIVE
16

RIOPRODUCTS.COM

1 (800) 553 0838

14

RIO's Hogan S&M Nymph TB

Tungsten Bead Nymph

FEATURES:
Trim baetis nymph LIKE the naturals
Dark Wing case to signify a darkening top as these
nymphs approach emergence
Midge flash legs to add just a bit of movement and
flash

OLIVE
16, 18

See EOS for pricing

Quantity per box: 12

It's a Mayfly... It's a Baetis... It's Hogans S&M Nymph! RIO's Signature Fly Tier,
Hogan Brown, says it's "all in the details" with this little number—just like a true
guide fly. "I imagined this fly when I actually started paying attention to how
Baetis nymphs truly look, very different from what was in most fly bins. When
I started turning over rocks on my local tailwater, I realized that most small
baetis nymphs were no thicker than a hook shank. And they were definitely
not cylindrical in shape. Furthermore, they had color patterns that made them
darker on top than underneath, which was very different from the standard
flashback pattern I was used to fishing."

BROWN
16, 18

RIO's Hogan S&M Nymph

Beadhead Nymph

FEATURES:
Trim baetis nymph LIKE the naturals
Dark Wing case to signify a darkening top as these
nymphs approach emergence
Midge flash legs to add just a bit of movement and
flash

OLIVE
16, 18

DARK BAETIS
16, 18

RIOPRODUCTS.COM

1 (800) 553 0838

LIGHT PMD
16, 18

RUSTY PMD
16, 18

See EOS for pricing

Quantity per box: 12

It's a Mayfly... It's a Baetis... It's Hogans S&M Nymph! RIO's Signature Fly Tier,
Hogan Brown, says it's "all in the details" with this little number—just like a true
guide fly. "I imagined this fly when I actually started paying attention to how
Baetis nymphs truly look, very different from what was in most fly bins. When
I started turning over rocks on my local tailwater, I realized that most small
baetis nymphs were no thicker than a hook shank. And they were definitely
not cylindrical in shape. Furthermore, they had color patterns that made them
darker on top than underneath, which was very different from the standard
flashback pattern I was used to fishing."
Hogan keeps the materials trim, uses a darker wing case to imitate nymphs as
they approach emergence, and adds just the right amount of movement and
pop. Even the fussiest tailwater trout won't become hip to this nymph. Available
in three new colors, Hogan personally uses the dark baetis colorway as his
secret weapon when the olive becomes too familiar. Also, new this season is
the Light and Rusty PMD colors. "Ascertain rivers trout prefer one color over
the other, and of course, their preference can change on any given day." Take it
from Hogan; having both in your box is critical.

15

Josh

Boyles
I grew up in a family that hunted and fished, both with equal passion.
I spent my earliest childhood fishing farm ponds and tidal tributaries
around the Lowcountry. As a teenager, my attention drifted offshore
and the big fish of the blue water became my obsession for years.
After countless great experiences in the offshore world, I decided
to rededicate my focus to the inshore waters I grew up on. I started
running conventional inshore charters with bait and soft plastics and
eventually as demand increased, fly fishing charters. Several years
later, the opportunity to reopen and rebrand the local fly/tackle shop
kind of fell in my lap. I started Southern Drawl Outfitters, named after
my guide service, with $30,000 dollars. I do not suggest trying to
start any retail business with $30,000, but It’s amazing what you can
accomplish if you’re willing to work countless hours for free and guide
on the side to pay your bills. Despite all odds, myself and a group of
great fishing guides / mediocre retail employees made Southern Drawl
a success. After eight fun years of retail adventure; I finally stopped
denying the obvious, “I’m a fishing guide”. That was over three years
ago and here we are.

RIOPRODUCTS.COM

1 (800) 553 0838

Hometown: Gillisonville, SC
Fly Style: Saltwater (shrimp, crabs and baitfish) patterns
RIO X Josh Boyles Signature Flies: RIO's Boyles Swamp
Fox, RIO's Boyles Gulpin' Shrimp
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RIO's Boyles Swamp Fox

Saltwater General Purpose

See EOS for pricing

FEATURES:
Lead Eyes

PURPLE
1

Quantity per box: 12

Josh Boyles spends his days guiding and hunting Redfish and his nights
scheming up new ways to trick them into eating flies. And his signature pattern,
the Swamp Fox, does precisely that—trick Redfish. Inspired by Francis Mario,
the leader of South Carolina's militia, this fly is seriously B-A.

PUIRPLE / YELLOW
1

RUSTY OLIVE
1

ELECTRIC CHICKEN
1

RIO's Boyles Gulpin' Shrimp

Saltwater General Purpose

FEATURES:
Lead Eyes

See EOS for pricing

Quantity per box: 12

When RIO Signature Tyer, Josh Boyles, got wind that the local Redfish were
crushing soft plastics over flies, he immediately had an idea. Tie a fly that
looked like a "gulp" on a jig head. Voilà.

CHARTREUSE / WHITE
1

RIOPRODUCTS.COM

1 (800) 553 0838

17

Jeffrey

Feczko
Camping in remote Baja with one of my best friends and watching an
80#+ Roosterfish with scars all over its head and a comb that rose
as high as my chest “sip” my dirty mullet in inches of water. My drag
malfunctioned and dumped 350+ yards of backing in less than 2 minutes.
Made about 150 back while neck deep in the huge surf thinking I might
have a chance - then he walked again and never stopped. I held him at my
backing knot for what seemed like an eternity and then boom... off. When
I completed the reel of shame, the first 8” of my fly line was chafed and I
typically use a 6’ stretch of flourocarbon leader - so that tells you its size.
I wasn’t sure if I should cry, scream or puke.

Hometown: Ithaca, NY
Fly Style: Baitfish, shrimp, crabs, streamers, whatever the
scene calls for
RIO X Jeffrey Feczko Signature Flies: RIO's Feczko
Cheeseburger

RIO's Feczko Cheeseburger

Saltwater Flats

See EOS for pricing

FEATURES:
Weedguard
Lead eyes

Quantity per box: 12

RIO's Signature Tier, Jeffrey Feczko, engineered the Cheeseburger fly
specifically for Triggerfish. A heavy-gauge hook prevents bending out, and a
perfect balance of weight and materials allows for a snag-free strip. While you
won't catch Feczko chasing after a moving cheeseburger, Triggerfish, on the
other hand...
CREAM
1/0, 1

Alternate View
TAN
1/0, 1

RIOPRODUCTS.COM

1 (800) 553 0838
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Gunnar

Brammer
I came into fly fishing with the sole intent of finally catching a Canadian
Pike! Kinda a weird, and long story, but from the very beginning I have
always been after Esox on the Fly and have taken to streamer fishing
as a way of life chasing literally anything that will eat some meat! I
gravitated to fly tying as soon as I had a fly rod in my hand a realized I
could create my own lures. The accessibility of fly tying (compared to
pouring plastics, or jig molds, or carving wood plugs ect…) immediately
fascinated me. Since the beginning of my fly-fishing journey (age 15)
I can count the number of fish on one hand that I have caught with
a commercially available fly (okay, maybe two hands, but that is no
longer stretching the truth). I have ALWAYS wanted to be apart of
the creative process, weather that is hyper-creativeness or extreme
stubbornness can be determined later, but I have been obsessed with
fishing MY flies, and I am simply not willing to budge in that regard.
I love chasing bad-ass fish, weather that is a brutal eat from a big
Peacock Bass, or a top water blow up from a Smallmouth, or a crazy
boat side eat on the Figure 8 from Monster Sized Musky – Streamer
Tying and Fishing allows me to do it all and do it not only in my back
yard but also all over the world without compromise.

RIOPRODUCTS.COM

1 (800) 553 0838

Hometown: Traverse City, MI
Fly Style: Streamer
RIO X Gunnar Brammer Signature Flies: RIO's Brammer
Finger Mullet, RIO's Brammer Pheasant Bugger, RIO's
Brammer Seasoned Geezer
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RIO's Brammer Finger Mullet

Warmwater

See EOS for pricing

FEATURES:
4" tubular shape
Lead eyes
Heavy wire hook

LEMON HEAD
2

Quantity per box: 12

RIO's Brammer Finger Mullet is the number one go-to meal for any and every
fish that preys on baitfish. Fish it with a floating line, fish it with a deep sink tip,
fish it for Brazil's Peacock Bass and even Flordia's Snook—this is one fly that's
guaranteed ready to hunt.

TANIC
2

WHITE
2

FIRE
2

RIO's Brammer Pheasant Bugger

Warmwater

FEATURES:
Tungsten Bead/Jig Hook
Multi species

See EOS for pricing

Quantity per box: 12

When it was time to step up our Warmwater fly lineup, we knew just the man to
call. Gunnar Brammar. His Pheasant Bugger Jig TB is a one-stop-shop for any
angler's warm water fishing needs. And that's because there's more than one
way to fish it. Stripped like a baitfish, jigged like a crawdad, swung like a wet
fly, or dead drifted like a nymph, it gets the job done. Period.

NATURAL
2, 4

HOT SPOT
2, 4

RIO's Brammer Seasoned Geezer

Warmwater

FEATURES:
4x long streamer hook
Lead Eyes
Tubular body shape

NATURAL
4, 6

See EOS for pricing

Quantity per box: 12

From the individual mind and expert vise of Gunnar Brammer comes RIO's
Brammer Seasoned Geezer. An unmatched blend of natural and synthetic
material is tied together to create the smoothest casting Zonker pattern
available. Its lead eyes make for friendly fishing on any line style, sinking or
floating, and the longer hook shank allows for both slow swings or fast and hard
strips that both produce hookups.

OLIVE VARIANT
4, 6

GOLD VARIANT
4, 6

RIOPRODUCTS.COM

1 (800) 553 0838
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Big Eye Bugger

Streamer

FEATURES:
Dumbbell eyes

Price Code

Silver

Gold

Platinum

J

$21.99

$20.23

$18.58

F R E S H WA T E R F L I E S

F R E S H WA T E R
Quantity per box: 12

TAN
4

If there's one fly out there that's never going out of style, we're confident that
would be the Woolly Bugger. We took one of fly-fishing's most classic patterns
and added a twist. The dumbbell eyes allow for fast sinking and an inverted
hook to fish it closer to the bottom without getting hung up. Tie it on with a
non-slip loop for maximum movement through the water.

RUSTY
4

Bullhead

Streamer

FEATURES:
Conehead
Dark olive light colors

OLIVE
6

Price Code

Silver

Gold

Platinum

N

$33.99

$32.63

$28.72

Quantity per box: 12
Conehead Streamers and a Trout Spey. Don't even try to name a better duo. We
won't wait. As if fishing a trout spey wasn't fun enough, tie on our Bullhead fly
and prepare for a really good time. Designed with a conehead for weight and a
sleek body, this fly sinks in front of fish quickly and makes casting a joy. Match
the olive colorway to a river with a greenish hue, or try the two-toned black and
white colorway for rocky freestones filled with moss and algea.

BLACK / WHITE
6

Cluster

Midge Dry

FEATURES:
Double stacked hackles
Two tone poly post

Price Code

Silver

Gold

Platinum

G

$16.99

$16.31

$14.36

Quantity per box: 12
The Cluster brings a welcomed remedy to the technicality of fishing a midge
hatch. No longer do you need to fear these tiny imitations. This fly is designed
to sit in the film realistically, with just enough sparkle to gain some attention
and a hi-vis wing to spot quickly.

PEACOCK
20

Crime Scene Caddis

Caddis Dry

FEATURES:
White foam indicator
Stacked hackle
Antennae

Price Code

Silver

Gold

Platinum

H

$17.99

$17.27

$15.20

Quantity per box: 12
If looks could kill, it'd be in the form of the Crime Scene Caddis. It's all in the
silhouette, just like the chalk outline at a crime scene. CDC wings, foam, and
hackle make for a killer caddis imitation.

OLIVE
14, 16

RIOPRODUCTS.COM

1 (800) 553 0838
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FEATURES:
Rainbow dubbing

Price Code

Silver

Gold

Platinum

C

$12.99

$12.47

$10.98

F R E S H WA T E R F L I E S

Don't Weight For It

No Bead Nymph

Quantity per box: 12
This unweighted scud is an absolute must for fishing spring creeks, tailwaters,
and your favorite still waters. Suspend it below an indicator for fish cruising the
shallows or cast it over a weed bed with a short and fast retrieve. It's sure to
garner the attention of any feeding fish.

RAINBOW
14, 16, 18

Film Critic

Emergers / Cripples

FEATURES:
Two tone post
Stacked hackle

BWO
16, 18, 20

Flyweight Scud

No Bead Nymph

Price Code

Silver

Gold

Platinum

H

$17.99

$17.27

$15.20

Quantity per box: 12

CALLIBAETIS
14, 16

FLAV
14

GRAY DRAKE
10, 12

GREEN DRAKE
10, 12

PINK
16, 18

PMD
16, 18

FEATURES:
Rainbow dubbing

Hands down one of the best mayfly emergers in the game, the Film Critic shines
on technical waters, especially spring creeks. It represents a hatching mayfly
at its most vulnerable stage, giving trout an easy meal. Tied on a scud hook for
added realism, with a tail that looks identical to an empty body casing as the
insect emerges. A segmented body and forward-facing poly wing provide an
accurate silhouette, and the top hackle of the thorax keeps this fly riding in the
surface film.

Price Code

Silver

Gold

Platinum

C

$12.99

$12.47

$10.98

Quantity per box: 12
A scud is a scud, is a scud. And they're undeniably effective and reliable food
source. So make sure to have a few of these in your box, especially late in the
fall when the hatches begin to slow; trout will aggressively return to feeding on
the most avaialble food source. Often, scuds.

RAINBOW
14, 16, 18

Heavy Snack TB

Tungsten Bead Nymph

BROWN
14, 16, 18

OLIVE
14, 16, 18

Price Code

Silver

Gold

Platinum

K

$23.99

$23.03

$20.27

Quantity per box: 12
Faceted tungsten bead? Check. Twisted flash legs? Check. An irresistible mayfly
nymph that will demand the attention of any trout regardless of how you fish it?
Check, check. Each Heavy Snack TB comes tied on a scud hook, with a faceted
tungsten bead, thin body, contrasting highlights, and flash legs. Available in
three colorways, we recommend the black for general searching, the olive
for baetis, or green drakes, and the brown for PMD, or brown drakes. Fish it
as part of a Euro rig, under an indicator, or dropped below a foamy dry. We
promise it checks all the boxes for effectiveness.

BLACK
14, 16, 18

RIOPRODUCTS.COM

1 (800) 553 0838
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FEATURES:
CDC puff wing pad

Price Code

Silver

Gold

Platinum

F

$15.99

$15.35

$13.51

F R E S H WA T E R F L I E S

Puff Nymph

No Bead Nymph

Quantity per box: 12
There's no such thing as too many baetis. Ever. Add the Puff Nymph to your
quiver for an incredibly effective representation of a mayfly emerging. Tied on a
scud hook, this version captures all the trigger points, with a CDC puff wing pad
and contrasting head color. Fish it alone below the surface or drop it behind a
high riding dry; this is one seriously deadly baetis nymph.

BAETIS
16, 18, 20

Stacked Sally

Stonefly Dry

FEATURES:
Stacked hackle
Red butt
Antennae

Price Code

Silver

Gold

Platinum

I

$18.99

$18.23

$16.05

Quantity per box: 12
Bright and (still) bushy, with signature "stacked hackle," this Yellow Sally adult
stonefly radiates the essence of the real deal.

YELLOW
14, 16, 18

Hot Head Leech

Streamer

FEATURES:
Hot orange conehead
Chartreuse butt
Zonker strip

Price Code

Silver

Gold

Platinum

M

$26.99

$25.91

$22.81

Quantity per box: 12
A unique-looking streamer, one might think, but don't let looks dissuade you.
This is a V (as the kids are saying these days) fishy streamer. We particularly
enjoy it while fishing the Missouri river system for both trout and carp. In a
streamer popularity contest, the Hot Head Leech takes the crown.

ROOTBEER
8

Skiddish Smolt

Streamer

FEATURES:
Conehead
Two tone flashy body

GRAY
4

Price Code

Silver

Gold

Platinum

N

$33.99

$32.63

$28.72

Quantity per box: 12

OLIVE
4

Over the last decade, we've seen this smolt pattern in most commercial fly
bins, but we always felt there could be a more authentic representation. Enter
the Skiddish Smolt. It really shines when cast and stripped or swung on a trout
spey. Smallies, trout, and even the Coho and Sea Run Cutthroat of the Puget
Sound find this fly more than just likable. Don't sleep on this one and add it to
your fly box today.
Bonus Pro Tip: Not specifically engineered for saltwater, make sure you rinse it
well before and after use or prepare for a short lifespan due to corrosion.

BROWN
4

RIOPRODUCTS.COM

1 (800) 553 0838
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FEATURES:
Stacked hackle

Price Code

Silver

Gold

Platinum

F

$15.99

$15.35

$13.51

F R E S H WA T E R F L I E S

Glitter Ant

Terrestrial

Quantity per box: 12
Ants are protein-packed powerhouses that trout simply cannot resist—known
to capture the heart of any cutthroat and convince even the snobbiest of spring
creek browns to look up. Fish them in rivers, lakes, and under overhanging tree
branches—a popular hangout in the ant community. Complete with hackle, the
Glitter Ant rides within the surface tension of the water for the most realistic
presentation.

CINNAMON
14, 16, 18

BLACK
14, 16, 18

Glitter Ant Flag

Terrestrial

FEATURES:
Stacked hackle
Two tone post

Price Code

Silver

Gold

Platinum

F

$15.99

$15.35

$13.51

Quantity per box: 12
If you loved the Glitter Ant, then the Glitter Ant Flag is the icing on the cake.
Tied with a stacked hackle and a two-tone post on top gives advanced visibility
while still riding perfectly on the waters film.

CINNAMON
14, 16, 18

BLACK
14, 16, 18

Hackle Stacker

Mayfly Dries

FEATURES:
Stacked hackle
Split tail
Thin abdonmen

Price Code

Silver

Gold

Platinum

E

$14.99

$14.39

$12.67

Quantity per box: 12
This fly deserves a row or two in your fly box, the spilt tailed version of the
Sparkle Stacker; it never ceases to entice selective trout.

BWO
16, 18, 20, 22

CALLIBAETIS
14, 16

FEMALE BAETIS
16, 18, 20

FEMALE TRICO
20, 22

MALE TRICO
20, 22

PINK
16, 18

PMD
16, 18

RUST
16, 18, 20

Lil Kim

Streamer

FEATURES:
Conehead
Flash and marabou

GOLD
4, 8

Price Code

Silver

Gold

Platinum

N

$33.99

$32.63

$28.72

Quantity per box: 12

SILVER
4, 8

It's the L-I-L to the K-I-M, baby. Cast and strip, or swing with a trout spey set
up. No "big fish" box would be complete without the Lil' Kim in multiple sizes
and reflective color properties. Get it in copper to keep things natural, silver
for water with a more green hue, or gold for run-off. Tie on a size 8 for easy
casting, or go big with a size 4 for deep pools.

COPPER
4, 8

RIOPRODUCTS.COM

1 (800) 553 0838
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FEATURES:
Bead in throat instead of head
Red slash on black and white version

OLIVE
6

WHITE
6

Price Code

Silver

Gold

Platinum

K

$23.99

$23.03

$20.27

F R E S H WA T E R F L I E S

Lite Brite Zonker

Streamer

Quantity per box: 12
It's back. Possibly our most beloved streamer pattern, resurrected. After all,
when it's time to catch the next big fish, we need not look any further than the
Lite Brite Zonker. With a light-colored belly and red throat, this pattern makes
an excellent minnow imitation. Larry the Lunker is guaranteed to be entranced
by this minnow imitator's dance. Thanks to a bead tied in the throat of the fly
to make the perfect dance through the water. Trout and Bass alike love this
pattern. Heck, we'd even swing this one for Steelhead.

BLACK
6

Micro CDC Cripple

Emergers / Cripples

FEATURES:
Forward wing
Two tone biot body

Price Code

Silver

Gold

Platinum

G

$16.99

$16.31

$14.36

Quantity per box: 12
The secret to catching fish on the most technical of waters is to make sure
you've got a cripple pattern in your fly box. Don't let its size fool you; the Micro
CDC cripple is the life of the party. A trailing shuck, two-tone body, dubbed
thorax and micro hackle, plus a CDC forward facing wing, you'll wonder how we
fit it all on. We're not sure either.

OLIVE
22

Micro Mayfly Emerger

Emergers / Cripples

FEATURES:
Shuck tail
Dark wing
Wire ribbed body

Price Code

Silver

Gold

Platinum

G

$16.99

$16.31

$14.36

Quantity per box: 12
Have you ever been on the river when trout are feeding heavily, yet it seemed
like there weren't any bugs for the fish to eat? Chances are they were gorging
on emergers, which hatch just below the surface of the water. We've never
known a trout who didn't love these easy-to-eat meals.

OLIVE
20

RIOPRODUCTS.COM

1 (800) 553 0838
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FEATURES:
CDC soft hackle

Price Code

Silver

Gold

Platinum

C

$12.99

$12.47

$10.98

F R E S H WA T E R F L I E S

Micro Soft Hackle

Soft Hackle

Quantity per box: 12
How neat is it to watch trout eat? Pretty neat. Do you know what's the neatest?
Emerger eats. That's why soft hackles exist. The Micro Soft Hackle is tied with a
collar that resembles a nymph struggling out of its exoskeleton. Twitch it, dead
drift it, swing it; we can almost guarantee the trout will eat.

OLIVE
18, 20, 22

Micro Soft Hackle Bead

Soft Hackle

FEATURES:
CDC soft hackle
Bead head

Price Code

Silver

Gold

Platinum

E

$14.99

$14.39

$12.67

Quantity per box: 12
How neat is it to watch trout eat? Pretty neat. Do you know what's the neatest?
Emerger eats. That's why soft hackles exist. The Micro Soft Hackle is tied with a
collar that resembles a nymph struggling out of its exoskeleton and a dark bead
to make it absolutely crush under a foamy dry fly. Twitch it, dead drift it, swing
it; we can almost guarantee the trout will eat.

OLIVE
18, 20, 22

RIO's Pearl Jam TB

Tungsten Bead Nymph

BLACK
14, 16, 18, 20

RIO's TZM TB

Tungsten Bead Nymph

CHARTREUSE
14, 16, 18, 20

FLUORESCENT
ORANGE
14, 16, 18, 20

PHEASANT TAIL
14, 16, 18, 20

RED
14, 16, 18, 20

1 (800) 553 0838

BROWN / OLIVE
14, 16, 18

CHARTREUSE
14, 16, 18

RUSTY BROWN
14, 16, 18

WINE
14, 16, 18

Price Code

Silver

Gold

Platinum

H

$17.99

$17.27

$15.20

Quantity per box: 12

OLIVE
14, 16, 18, 20

FEATURES:
Tungsten bead and scud hook
Bright thread body
Protective layer over thread

BLACK
14, 16, 18

RIOPRODUCTS.COM

FEATURES:
Barbless jig hook
Silver tungsten bead

Flashy nymphs like the Lightning Bug might be the most reputable nymph in
an anglers fly box when it comes to catching trout. So how do you reimagine a
nymph as old as time? Step one make it Euro-friendly with a barbless jig hook
and tungsten bead. Next, swap out natural fibers for flash on the tails and legs.
And finally, instead of going all out with flash, opt for dark colors, which add
just enough realism to make even the weariest trout commital. Offered in a
variety of colors for all situations. On noon patrol? Tie on Pheasant Tail (brown)
color to imitate PMD's. Are you searching for the balance between realistic and
flashy? Tie on a black or olive version. Or make sure your fly takes center stage
in the river with chartreuse, fl orange, and red versions.

Price Code

Silver

Gold

Platinum

D

$13.99

$13.43

$11.82

Quantity per box: 12

RED
14, 16, 18

Let's get one thing clear; this is not your grandmother's or grandfather's basic
Zebra Midge. No offense to grandma or grandpa, but it's time our beloved
Zebra midge received a head-to-toe makeover. That's where RIO's TZM TB
comes in. Tied on a scud hook with a matte black tungsten bead contrasts a
shinny body layered with a protective coating—did you know real midges have
shiny, sometimes mirror-like exteriors? The coating also acts as a protective
barrier to trout teeth. Still the best fish-catching midge pupae/larvae out there,
but an entirely new Zebra Midge.

26

FEATURES:
Forward wing post
Stacked hackle
Biot body
Moose tail

Price Code

Silver

Gold

Platinum

H

$17.99

$17.27

$15.20

F R E S H WA T E R F L I E S

Split Flag Adams

Mayfly Dries

Quantity per box: 12
This one is for you, Gen Z. The Spilt Flag is a modern twist on the tried and
trued Parachute Adams millennials were handed down. Using signature
"stacked hackle," it allows for superb floating and low riding simultaneously.
The wing faces forward more like an emerger, acting as both an adult mayfly
and an emerger to make it even more effective.

ADAMS
10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20

Split Flag

Mayfly Dries

FEATURES:
Forward wing post
Stacked hackle
Split tail

PINK
16, 18

Price Code

Silver

Gold

Platinum

H

$17.99

$17.27

$15.20

Quantity per box: 12

PMD
16, 18

This one is for you, Gen Z. The Spilt Flag is a modern twist on the tried and
trued Parachute Adams millennials were handed down. Using signature
"stacked hackle," it allows for superb floating and low riding simultaneously.
The wing faces forward more like an emerger, acting as both an adult mayfly
and an emerger to make it even more effective.

BWO
18, 20, 22

Split Top TB

Tungsten Bead Nymph

Price Code

Silver

Gold

Platinum

L

$24.99

$23.99

$21.12

Quantity per box: 12
In addition to RIO's Bubble Up May, we wanted to add a tungsten "split back"
style nymph into the lineup of Mayfly nymphs. A seriously reliable trout snack—
PMD nymphs are often found in a brown hue until they mature into adults in a
yellow-ish fashion. That's precisely why we added a yellow bulge to the top of
the thorax. Not only does it replicate the beginning stages of emergence, but it
also serves as an attractive trigger for the fish. The tungsten bead allows this fly
to be suspended in the mid to upper water column when dropped off a dry or as
the anchor fly in a light nymph set up.
PMD
14, 16, 18

WD40

Emergers / Cripples

FEATURES:
Ultra thin body
Dubbing ball thorax

Price Code

Silver

Gold

Platinum

A

$10.99

$10.55

$9.29

Quantity per box: 12
The WD40 is a fast-catching guide fly with the ability to entice even the pickiest
of fish on any technical river. Don't leave home without it.

OLIVE
18, 20, 22

RED
18, 20, 22

CHOCOLATE
18, 20, 22

RIOPRODUCTS.COM

1 (800) 553 0838
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STEELHEAD / SALMON FLIES

STEELHEAD / SALMON
Micro Spawn

Single Hook

OREGON CHEESE
12

SALMON EGG
12

SHRIMP PINK
12

Price Code

Silver

Gold

Platinum

E

$14.99

$14.39

$12.67

Quantity per box: 12
You asked for it. We delivered. When you're tired of catching whitefish, reach
for this micro egg pattern to find that skittish trout.

STEELHEAD
ORANGE
12
CLOWN
12

Surreal Egg

FEATURES:
Shroud for translucency

Single Hook

Price Code

Silver

Gold

Platinum

C

$12.99

$12.47

$10.98

Quantity per box: 12
Kid's are to candy as trout are to eggs. Enough said.
PINK LADY
12

SHRIMP PINK
12

STEELHEAD
ORANGE
12

PEACHY KING
12

RIOPRODUCTS.COM

SALMON EGG
12

1 (800) 553 0838
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E

MIDWEIGHT SCUD RAINBOW TB
HOT PINK
12, 14, 16
Quantity per box: 12

E

MIDWEIGHT SCUD RAINBOW TB
ORANGE
12, 14, 16
Quantity per box: 12

E

E

RIO'S RAIN DROP TB
DARK PINK BEAD–PURPLE
12 — 3.3 OR 3.8MM BEAD
14 — 2.8 OR 3.3MM BEAD
16 — 2.3 OR 2.8MM BEAD
Quantity per box: 12

RIO'S RAIN DROP TB
DARK PINK BEAD–PEARL
12 — 3.3 OR 3.8MM BEAD
14 — 2.8 OR 3.3MM BEAD
16 — 2.3 OR 2.8MM BEAD
Quantity per box: 12

RIO'S RAIN DROP TB
SILVER BEAD–PEARL
12 — 3.3 OR 3.8MM BEAD
14 — 2.8 OR 3.3MM BEAD
16 — 2.3 OR 2.8MM BEAD
Quantity per box: 12

L*

RIO'S SUPPOSITORY
BLACK
4
Quantity per box: 6

RIOPRODUCTS.COM

E

RIO'S RAIN DROP TB
COPPER BEAD–RUSTY
12 — 3.3 OR 3.8MM BEAD
14 — 2.8 OR 3.3MM BEAD
16 — 2.3 OR 2.8MM BEAD
Quantity per box: 12

RIO'S RAIN DROP TB
COPPER BEAD–OLIVE
12 — 3.3 OR 3.8MM BEAD
14 — 2.8 OR 3.3MM BEAD
16 — 2.3 OR 2.8MM BEAD
Quantity per box: 12

E

E

E

RIO'S RAIN DROP TB
SILVER BEAD–BLACK
12 — 3.3 OR 3.8MM BEAD
14 — 2.8 OR 3.3MM BEAD
16 — 2.3 OR 2.8MM BEAD
Quantity per box: 12

RIO'S RAIN DROP TB
MATTE BLACK BEAD–PURPLE
12 — 3.3 OR 3.8MM BEAD
14 — 2.8 OR 3.3MM BEAD
16 — 2.3 OR 2.8MM BEAD
Quantity per box: 12

RIO'S RAIN DROP TB
MATTE BLACK BEAD–OLIVE
12 — 3.3 OR 3.8MM BEAD
14 — 2.8 OR 3.3MM BEAD
16 — 2.3 OR 2.8MM BEAD
Quantity per box: 12

E

E

RIO'S RAIN DROP TB
SILVER BEAD–OLIVE
12 — 3.3 OR 3.8MM BEAD
14 — 2.8 OR 3.3MM BEAD
16 — 2.3 OR 2.8MM BEAD
Quantity per box: 12

E

E

MIDWEIGHT SCUD RAINBOW TB
SILVER
12, 14, 16
Quantity per box: 12

NEW ADDITIONS

New Additions to
Current Patterns

E

E

WEIGHT FOR IT RAINBOW TB
HOT PINK
12, 14, 16
Quantity per box: 12

WEIGHT FOR IT RAINBOW TB
HOT PINK
12, 14, 16
Quantity per box: 12

L*

RIO'S SUPPOSITORY
SHRIMP
4
Quantity per box: 6

1 (800) 553 0838
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